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Bullet proposal 
to be distributed 
to campus community 
By Renee Murawski 
Sttff Reporter 
The University Police-Community 
Advisory Committee (UPCAP) 
yesterday was issued a summary of 
research compiled by the ammunition 
subcommittee of UPCAP and a report 
of campus lighting conditions. 
The subcommit tee postponed 
recommending the adoption of an 
alternative type of bullet for use by 
University Police until its report is 
made available to the campus 
community. 
The subcommittee plans to 
distribute copies of its report to 
residence   halls  and   the  Commuter 
Center. The report compares the 
158-grain lead round-nosed bullet 
currently used by University Police 
and a 110-gram jacketed hollow-point 
bullet which is being considered for 
use. 
In addition, the subcommittee 
reported that no recommendation 
would be presented without including 
a dissenting opinion by Stefmia Gross, 
assistant professor of the language 
laboratory and a subcommittee 
member. 
GROSS IS the sole member of the 
six-member subcommittee who is 
opposed to the adoption of the 
hollow-point bullet. 
Gross also reported the findings of 
her investigation of campus lighting 
conditions. 
"In many instances the necessary 
lighting devices are present but are not 
being used either because of 
misconceived notions about saving 
energy or through negligence,'' Gross 
stated. 
She added that energy conservation 
should not come at the expense of 
personal safety. 
"We should save on anything but 
this." she said. 
Gross also said that lighting 
capability is being squandered in some 
areas and recommended that a 
custodian be placed in charge to 
oversee the lighting situation. 
UNIVERSITY Police Director Dale 
Shaffer said he is in the process of 
correcting campus lighting problems. 
Shaffer said that lighting generally is 
adequate, but recommended increasing 
illumination near paths used by 
pedestrians. 
In other action. UPCAP 
unanimously approved a 
recommendation that The BG News 
print all campus crime reports. 
"It would help to sell our 
department.' Shaffer said. 
UPCAP will hold its next meeting at 
8:30 a.m. Mar. 9. The location of the 
meeting has not yet been determined. 
All meetings are open to the public. 
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N.H. primary to narrow field 
of 76 presidential hopefuls 
BULLETIN 
Ronald Reagan rolled his 
Republican challenge into the early 
lead over President Ford in New 
Hampshire's presidential primary last 
night 
Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter 
seized the lead in the crowded 
Democratic race. 
At press time, the contest looked 
like this: 
With seven per cent of the 
anticipated Republican vote counted. 
Reagan had S3 per cent. Ford 47 per 
cent. 
Among the Democrats, with 11 per 
cent of the estimated turnout tallied, 
Carter had 30 per cent, Rep. Morris 
Udall of Arizona had 24 per cent. Sen. 
Birch Bayh of Indiana had 19 per cent, 
former Oklahoma Sen. Fred Harris had 
12 per cent and Sargent Shriver had 10 
percent. 
CONCORD. N. H. (AP) - New 
Hampshire voters passed judgment 
yesterday in theii keynote presidential 
primary, with President Ford and 
Ronald Reagan matched in the 
Republican main event while 
Democrats sparred for position in the 
contests to come. 
Ford has forecast victory. Reagan 
avoided such a prediction, but said in 
McComb, III., that his polls "have been 
rather optimistic. 
"There's been some that have 
shown a margin, a slight margin." he 
said. That was the closest his camp 
came to saying that he was ahead. 
But in a later stop in his home town 
of Tampico. III.. Reagan returned to 
the more cautious prediciton of his 
campaign aides and said that he would 
consider "anything over 40 per cent" a 
success. 
ON THE Democratic ballot, the 
lineup of contenders read: 
Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter. 
Arizona Rep. Morris Udall. 
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana. 
Former Sen. Fred Harris of 
Oklahoma. 
Sargent Shriver. the 1972 
vice-presidential nominee. 
In addition, there were nine minor 
candidates, plus write-in efforts on 
behalf of former Secretary of the 
Treasury John Connally. Sen. Henry 
Jackson of Washington and Sen. 
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota. 
The presidential preference vote was 
not binding. The separate election of 
national convention delegates was. 
with the candidates fielding slates of 
candidates pledged to support them. 
Republicans chose 21 delegates, 
Democrats 71. 
New Hampshire's first votes were 
recorded early yesterday, in the north 
country hamlet of Dixville Notch. 
where every voter had his own booth 
so they could cast ballots right after 
midnight and then close the polls. 
Ford got 11 votes. Keagan 4. 
White House press secretary Ron 
Ncssen said Ford "enjoyed the news" 
of the voting in Dixville Notch. 
CARTER GOT 6 Democratic votes. 
Bayh, Udall and Jackson each got one. 
Carter, while campaigning in New 
York City, also expressed  optimism 
about the Dixville Notch returns. "I 
think New Hampshire will be a good 
place for me," he said. 
Udall, 53, a seven-term 
congressman, has been at work in the 
state for about 16 months. Carter for 
more than 12. Carter is 51, a peanut 
farmer and was a nuclear submarine 
officer before he came to politics, 
Bayh, 48, won labor backing in New 
Hampshire, but insisted he got into the 
race too late to expect a victory. If he 
came late, he worked late, too. He 
spent part of election day shaking 
hands in Berlin, a factory city in 
northern New Hampshire. 
HARRIS, who ran for president 
briefly in 1972 and then quit for lack 
of money, is trying to pace himself 
this time, insisting that what he terms 
a populist campaign will gain 
momentum as the primaries wear on. 
And Shriver, 60. brother-in-law of 
Sen. Edward Kennedy, battled to stay 
with the field so as to try again in 
another primary, in Massachusetts, 
where his name could be a big 
help. Director Dr. John Boyer was named director of the School of Journalism yesterday by the school's search committee. He had been acting director since 1973. (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager) 
Journalism school director named 
By Joseph Wollet 
Editor 
Dr. John Boyer, acting director of 
the School of Journalism, yesterday 
was named by the school's director 
search committee as its choice for the 
school's permanent director position. 
The committee will forward its 
recommendation of Dr. Boyer to Dr. 
Karl Vogt, dean of the College of 
Business Administration. Should Dr. 
Vogt decide to okay the 
recommendation, he will forward it to 
University Provost Kenneth Rothe for 
approval. 
The search committee first met in 
October to discuss filling the director's 
job. According to Dr. Boyer, the 
committee drew up a description of 
what qualities it wanted in a director 
and used the criteria in the selection 
process. 
The 19-member committee 
advertised the position opening in 
media publications and at schools of 
journalism across the nation, Dr 
Boyer said. 
DEC. 3 was set as the cut-off date 
for applications. 
By Jan. 12 the committee had 
narrowed down the number of 
applicants so that a smaller 
faculty-student committee could work 
on selecting a candidate. 
James Gordon, assistant professor 
of journalism and secretary to the 
search committee, yesterday said he 
was not able to discuss other 
applicants for the job. 
Another committee member, 
Rhonda Raifsnider, senior (BA). said 
some reasons for Dr. Boyer's selection 
were that one candidate lacked a 
doctorate and that another had 
dropped out. 
RAIFSNIDER said Dr. Boyer had 
good backing among the journalism 
faculty. The belief was that he would 
"strongly solidify" the school, she 
said. 
"They feel he can do a good job 
now and in the future," she said. 
Gordon said the committee did not 
have to narrow the number of 
candidates down because one declined 
the offer and another took a different 
job. 
The provisions for faculty-student 
representation on the committee as set 
forth   in  the  Faculty  Charter  were 
followed, according to Gordon. 
Dr. Boyer has been acting director 
of the School of Journalism since 
August 1973. He was elected acting 
director following the resignation of 
Dr. Joseph Del Porto, professor 
of journalism. 
PRIOR TO coming to the 
University in 1970. Dr. Boyer had 
more than 27 years of professional 
newspaper experience, including work 
at a University of Missouri laboratory 
paper and at the Peoria (111.) Journal 
Star. He received his doctorate in 
journalism from the University of 
Missouri last year. 
While he was acting director. Dr. 
Boyer was a strong supporter of the 
proposed communications college, 
which never became a reality. 
Dr. Boyer said some academic 
programs proposed for the 
communications college were adopted 
by the School of Journalism. 
He said space and . equipment 
limitations and an operating budget 
that has remained almost the same for 
several years despite a doubling in 
enrollment are some problems he has 
had to cope with as acting director. He 
said that as permanent director he 
hopes to have more influence on what 
resources the School of Journalism 
receives. 
Dr. Boyer said journalism majors 
increase at the rate of about two to 
three a week, and he predicts 700 
majors in the school next fall. 
lie has 10 faculty members now, 
with an additional member hired for 
fall. 
Communists promise 
effort for coexistence 
MOSCOW (AP) -- Soviet Communist 
leader Leonid Brezhnev promised 
"redoubled energy" in the pursuit of 
peaceful  coexistence with  the west. 
Rothe asks for larger budget 
With warm weather approaching, an employe of Buadiecker Co. 
works on the installation of a new air conditioning system in the 
Music Building. (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager) 
By Cyndi Bloom 
University Provost Kenneth Rothe 
has recommended an increase in 
departmental operating budgets for 
the 1976-1977 educational budget. 
At an Advisory Council on the 
Educational Budget meeting Saturday, 
Dr. Rothe explained that the 
University typically is ranked eighth 
out of the 11 Ohio state-supported 
universities in the amount of money 
alloted for operating budgets. 
Dr. Rothe said that the University 
alto is losing ground because of 
inflationary increases. 
According to a non-compensatory 
price index determined by Dr. Leo 
Navin, chairman of the economics 
department, what the University paid 
SI00 for in 1967 cost $125 in 1971 
and $185 in 1975. 
THE PRICE index does not take 
into consideration salary money. 
"We are getting less materials for 
our money," Dr. Rothe said. 
He explained that there was a 
$353540   difference    between    the 
actual collegiate operating budgets and 
the money needed to match the rising 
non-compensatory price index of the 
1976-1977 academic year. 
"One of the main things I would 
like to do with the money is to set up 
an equipment amortization fund," Dr. 
Rothe said. 
"This fund would enable us to have 
money to replace equipment when we 
need it. We have held $75,000 in a 
major equipment fund for this fiscal 
year. 
"WE ARE hoping to raise the fund 
to $200,000, tentatively speaking, and 
it will be disbursed on a priority basis 
when all needs for the year have been 
analyzed," Dr. Rothe said. 
"Increasing duplicating costs have 
forced most departments and 
instructors to cease giving students 
Xeroxed or mimeographed materials," 
Dr. Rothe explained. 
"I don't particularly like this, 
especially since some students have to 
pay for these materials now," he said. 
"Increased operating budgets would 
alleviate some of this," 
Temporary employment has 
decreased with increases in student 
wages. According to the Provost's 
Office, part-time employment shows a 
five per cent decrease in total hours 
worked in January 1976 compared to 
January 1975. 
"This is a form of student aid, and I 
would like to see it increased," he said. 
"Book acquisition budgets for the 
library have not been increased at all 
in the last three years. This has lead to 
a decreased rate of book buying," Dr. 
Rothe explained. 
DR. MICHAEL Ferrari, vice 
president of resource planning and 
chairman of the budget committee, 
explained that the committee has not 
determined the operating budget or 
faculty-staff figures. 
"All of our recommendations, 
including the budget itself, go to 
President Moore for approval." he 
said. 
"We will determine these two 
figures Friday, at our committee 
meeting," Dr. Ferrari said. 
but said the Kremlin intends to 
continue support for "liberation" 
struggles abroad, such as in Angola. 
The 69-year-old Brezhnev made his 
pledge on the opening day of the 25th 
Soviet Communist party congress in a 
speech intended to chart the country's 
course for the next five years. 
Brezhnev forcefully repeated 
Moscow's intention to continue its aid 
to the leftist Popular Movement 
(MPLA) government in Angola as a 
matter of, "revolutionary conscience" 
and said it would also support other 
ideological allies involved in struggles. 
Observers in Moscow saw the speech 
as a fortification of both the Brezhnev 
peace program, which has served for 
the past four years as the foundation 
of Soviet foreign policy, and the 
Communist commitment to continue 
the ideological struggle against the 
capitalist world. 
Weather 
P"tl> cloudy today and 
continued mild. High today in the 
lower 60s. Considerable 
cloudiness and not much change 
in temperature tonight and 
tomorrow. Low tonight near 40. 
High tomorrow in the upper 50* 
and lower 60s. Probability of rain 
near zero today and 20 per cent 
tonight. 
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the real work begins 
The budgei hearings for Univet.;ity groups requesting funding from 
the Advisory Committee on General F-'ee Allocations (ACGFA) have 
concluded, but the real work is only just beginning. Both ACGFA 
and the groups seeking general fee money must make an effort to 
assist with the difficult task of trimming budgets. 
Twenty-nine formally recognized University groups asked for 
about $2.8 million in general fee allocations, but the committee only 
has about SI.9 million to allocate. The task of reducing all the 
requests belongs to ACGFA. It will be a difficult one, but hopefully 
one that will result in adequately appeasing the funding needs of 
each group. 
Cutting funding requests down to fit the budget is a job that 
requires grave responsibility and dependability on the part of 
ACGFA. The committee must give equal consideration to each 
budget  request and determine the consequence of each budget cut. 
In cooperation with the work that ACGFA does to trim budget 
requests, campus organizations seeking money have a similar 
responsibility, that being to abide by the budget cuts without bitter 
complaints that their interests have been slighted. 
ACGFA must try to satisfy the interests of all student 
organizations, and these groups must accept the ACGFA 
recommendations. 
Budget cuts are never easy to operate with, but in this case they 
will be necessary to insure that each group receives its fair share of 
general fee monies. 
bush status a plus 
WASHINGTON - As the superchief 
of all VS. intelligence operations, 
George Bush has more problems than 
he can spindle on a CIA dagger. 
Under President Ford's overhaul 
plan, Bush has the task of developing 
an integrated espionage establishment 
out of its rivalrous parts and improving 
its analytic product for the nation's 
foreign policy makers -- which is the 
only excuse for having an intelligence 
establishment. 
But whether Bush can achieve his 
mission will depend almost totally on 
how well he walks that slender 
tightwire between accountability and 
independence. 
THERE IS, for example, what Bush 
calls his "red wig problem," or how to 
keep CIA from doing what it shouldn't 
do. 
This means not only keeping the 
CIA out of the assassination business, 
hiring Mafia gunmen and reading your 
mail, but also preventing the agency 
from being used as a political tool of 
the White House as occurred during 
the Watergate era. 
As director of central intelligence. 
Bush will have to display a firm 
independence of those in the 
Pentagon, the State Department, and 
the CIA who assume that dirty tricks 
will be acceptable once the cunent 
fuss blows over. 
J.F. terHorit 
There may even be a time or two 
when Bush will have to talk back to 
the president. 
YET THE rub is that it was the 
intelligence community's past 
independence that permitted it to run 
wild and get itself involved in all 
manner of grave misdeeds. 
That was the reason Mr. Ford has 
realigned the intelligence structure to 
make himself more responsible for 
whatever happens. 
That's as it should be, and Congress 
certainly will want to acquire 
increased oversight responsibility too. 
Supposedly this will end .the "Don't 
tell me" syndrome that allowed both 
the president and Congress to plead 
innocent of past CIA abuses. 
Then there's Bush's two-cloak 
problem. He has been directed to 
coordinate the intelligence gathering 
functions of the big Defense 
Intelligency Agency, the National 
Security Agency as well as the CIA. 
THIS IS a 20-year-old 
recommendation that never came 
about because of brass-hat jealousy, a 
subservient Congress and the yen of 
past intelligence chiefs to devote 
themselves to CIA business. 
To accomplish all this. Bush must 
establish a separate office for his new 
intelligence directorate, physically 
apart from the CIA and (he Pentagon. 
He must pick a deputy to run the 
CIA for him on a day-to-day basis. Will 
he be able to ride herd on the entire 
intelligence structure without losing 
control over CIA? 
Complicating all these problems is 
Bush himself. He is a novice in the spy 
business. He served two terms in the 
House and was Republican National 
Chairman during Watergate. 
BUSH WILL admit, although Mr. 
Ford doesn't, that his brief 
ambassadorial stints at the UN and in 
Peking haven't exactly qualified him as 
an expert on intelligence matters. To 
win Senate confirmation for Bush, the 
president publicly had to rule Bush 
out of consideration as Ids 1976 
running mate. 
I have a hunch that Bush can turn 
this liability into an asset. He is a 
smart, personable man of high 
integrity, well-respected on Capital 
Hill. 
He stayed aloof from Nixon during 
Watergate and kept the Nixon bunch 
from using the  National Committee 
for its devious purposes. 
Given the public's vast distrust of 
CIA and espionage activities in general, 
an  outsider's  skeptical  look  at  the 
intelligence establishment  may be a   \ 
plus. 
SINCE HE is a political man. Bush 
will have to bend backwards to avoid 
all appearances that he might tolerate , 
politicizing the CIA on. say, such 
crucial matters as the intelligence 
evaluaiion of Russian compliance with 
the Strategic Arms Agreement. Or 
whether Mr. Ford can safely pursue a 
new arms deal with Moscow during the • 
election campaign. 
On   these  highly-important   issues 
and  others.  Bush  must  demonstrate 
that    the    restructured    intelligence     , 
community  can  perform its  mission 
wholly  independent  of the  political    ' 
authorities. 
At the same tune, he must prove to 
a skeptical country that the 
intelligence agencies are now more 
accountable than ever before to the 
same authorities. 
And he must safeguard the secrecy 
of espionage  operations  even   while 
expanding     the     opportunity     for   • 
whistle-blowing whenever a misdeed is 
suspected. 
George Bush may have signed up for 
the most impossible job in 
Washington. 
peace threatening 
WASHINGTON -- The approaching 
end of the war in Angola leaves the 
United States exposed to the danger of 
peace. Such an eventuality would 
represent a serious setback to 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's 
foreign plicy. 
It might jeopardize NATO and, 
according to sources, would cast doubt 
in our allies' minds as to the American 
commitment to the cause of freedom. 
These same sources explain that we 
have very skeptical allies, who can 
only be assured of our determination 
to carry on when they see us actively 
engaged in a confiict, because of the 
United States historic policy of 
chickening out whenever we are 
challyujr^j j±f.t 
THE DANGER of peace in Angola 
brings with it the risk of a pro-war 
Lerrers 
king defense 
While reading the Valentine's Day 
issue (Feb. 13) of The BG News. I 
became very disturbed after reading 
the letter entitled "Bicentennial 
Holidays" in the letters section. It 
discussed the fact that BGSU deeded 
to observe Martin Luther King Day 
instead of Presidents Day. 
To those who took part in (he 
letter, you are cornet, Martin Luther 
King Day is not generally recognized 
nationally as is Presidenls Day. You 
also may be sincere in your feelings 
that Presidents Day is more important 
than Martin Luther King Day. 
however, this is not what disturbed 
me. 
I found your allegation, and I quote 
"After all. if it wasn't tot Geoige 
Washington and most of all. Abraham 
Lincoln. Martin Luther King probably 
would never have been heard of," to 
be the most absurd statement I have 
ever read in The BG News in all my 10 
quarters at BGSU. 
First of all. in case you were 
subjected to the type of censoted 
history that most of us were subjected 
to in our pre-cotlege days, you may 
not have kown that George 
Washington, a slave master, probably 
never genuinely gave a damn about 
any black man. 
Secondly. Abraham Lincoln's main 
goal in office was not to free the slaves 
as is generally taught in most high 
school history classes, but to achieve 
economic success while in office. 
Since the south had the better 
climate and all the free labor they 
needed from slaves, they became much 
more prosperous than the north and 
Lincoln could not afford to let the 
southern stales succeed from the 
Union with all the wealth they 
acquired. 
To retain this economic wealth, 
Lincoln needed the slaves on his side 
(the north's). It was out of Lincoln's 
need for the black man, not his love 
for the slaves, did he emancipate the 
slaves. In essence, he had no other 
choice but to free the slaves. 
FINALLY what makes you think 
except for the blessings of George 
Washington    and   Abraham   Lincoln 
Martin Luther King would never have 
been heard of? 
It is obvious that you are unaware 
that there is an amendment by the 
state legislature which provides that 
both days be recognized as holidays by 
state universities. 
Here at BGSU the Academic 
Council has precedence in deciding 
which of the two holidays will be 
recognized (if either or both). It was 
the Academic Council's policy of 
altering the recognition of the two 
winter quarter holidays every other 
year which led to our observance of 
Martin Luther King day this year. 
Frankly, since there was to be only 
Ota day off during winter quarter. I 
would doubt your logic that the 
"title" of that precious day off caused 
many tears and heartaches among 
students at BGSU. 
Chris Reid 
214 Napoleon Rd. No. 46 
coverage 
I would like to comment on your 
COVerMI of the SGA elections and the 
events leading up to the elections. 
I feel you didn't cover the elections 
responsibly enough. During the 
elections, the Commuter Center held 
candidate forums to which all students 
were invited. You not only failed to 
send a reporter but you also failed to 
say anything about them except for 
one liners in the calendar. 
IN THE forums, the candidates 
were invited to express their platform 
ideas and to answer questions from 
audiences. They also debated the 
issues and let the people meet them. 
A reporter could easily have been 
sent with a recorder to take notes then 
he could have written a story. 
There are many programs sponsored 
by the Commuter Center for all 
students. I feel they should be 
reported on. 
Alfredo Teiles 
West on. Ohio 
response 
This is a response to the letter 
defending abortion. Feb. 18th. 
written by Linda Powells. 
Phil Lichtentels and Jay Bean. 
I don't see how a "selfish 
murderous act" could not be 
considered relevant to a legal issue, 
especially that of abortion. Apparently 
you have forgotten the fact that in 
abortion, another life, the life of the 
child, is involved. 
I GRANT you it is true that there 
always will be abortions, as there 
always will be people killing other 
people. This doesn't mean we should 
say, "Oh well, I guess there's nothing 
we can do about it. We may as well 
make the best of it and help the one 
that lives." without giving a second 
thought to the rights of the person or 
infant killed, as the case may bo. 
As I recall, though, the act. of 
killing another person in this country 
is illegal. We punish the person for the 
act. Why should abortion be any 
different? I am not saying that 1 am in 
accord with our penal system, because 
I am not. but that is beside the point. 
The point is that we should not be 
contradictory by encouraging a 
behavior we ordinarily punish. 
It is a principle involved here, 
something we believe in as a country, 
not a moral issue. We stand to protect 
the rights and lives of one another. 
Therefore, "the only question 
relevant to the legality of the act" of 
abortion is whether the life of the 
child is being protected or flagrantly 
disregarded. 
Kathleen M. Slattery 
202 McDonald West 
student 
input vital 
Not being accustomed to having my 
statements quoted in the paper, I'm 
not sure of the correct terminology to 
use. I do not believe that I was 
misquoted but it might be more 
accurate to say that I was quoted out 
of context. 
To the best of my recollection I 
might have used the exact words "We 
can't say that if the public doesn't like 
the report well chuck it all. The 
public hasn't been through what we 
have." 
Unfortunately, this was not in 
response to a proposal that "a switch 
to hollow-point bullets should be 
dropped if it meets with strong 
protests from students." 
THE PURPOSE as I understand it, 
of the Ammunition Sub-Committee is 
to look into the facts of the issue and. 
if possible, make a recommendation. 
The committee has no power to either 
reject or Implement a switch in 
ammunition. 
My statement referred to the point 
that we have a responsibility to turn in 
our report and possibly a 
recommendation based on our 
findings. Neither our report on the 
facts nor our recommendation on the 
facts should be surpressed solely on 
the basis of public opinion. 
Your reporting of the meeting had 
the effect of putting me in opposition 
to student input -• nothing could be 
further from the truth. 
Public opinion is very important 
and it should be taken fully into 
account by those who will be charged 
with making the final decision. 
Likewise any input which would be 
relevant to a study of the available 
data, or any new data which we are 
unaware of is very important for the 
final report of our committee. 
ANY STUDENT who has strong 
feelings concerning this issue has a 
responsibility to make them known to 
the proper individuals or committee. 
No one should shirk this 
responsibility. In the past I have 
participated, both individually and in 
unison with other students, in 
successful and unsuccessful attempts 
to get policies changed on the basis of 
student opinion. Consciencious 
student input is vitally important and I 
would never be a party of any attempt 
to disregard or downgrade it. 
Douglas Bums 
839 4th St. No. 1 
backlash such as was widely 
anticipated after the fall of Vietnam 
and World War I Germany. 
The best way to avoid a pro-war 
backlash in favor of the military and 
increased arms expenditures, according 
to a majority of Harvard University's 
political science department, is to 
increase arms expenditures and go to 
war at once. Such a policy will also 
put the Kremlin on notice and allow 
us to negotiate from a position of 
strength. 
There is, through no fault of our 
government's however, a war shortage. 
The Lebanese have all slit each other's 
throats; the Irish are exhausted: the 
Israelis and Egyptians are committing 
acts of unmanly amity; and the 
Portuguese are stubbornly refusing to 
destroy themselves in civil sttife. 
The hour is close to midnight, but 
the world may yet escape the appalling 
consequences of peace. Eric Pace, a 
far-flung correspondent for The New 
York Times, has found us a war. 
TRUE, it is a little one, but since it 
has been going on for 10 years it has 
demonstrated staying power of the 
sort we need to get bogged down in. 
The site of the war is the sultanate 
of Oman, a distant land of an 
unknown number of inhabitants where 
dates and bananas are grown and oil is 
pumped. 
In addition to having some natural 
resources to covet. Oman has all the 
other necessary attributes for 
American involvement. 
It has an hereditary ruler whose 
name, according to The New York 
Times, is variously Said bin Qabus or 
Qabus bin Said. A London Observer 
dispatch printed in The Washington 
Post refers to him simply as Sultan 
Qaboos, but then years of fighting for 
freedom in the tropics has taught us 
that you don't have to know an ally's 
name to stand by him. 
IT IS A positive help not to know 
the names of the leaders on the other 
side, and none of the accounts I've 
read give any hint as to who might be 
the head of the inevitable Popular 
Front for the Liberation of Oman, a 
group who are also called Jabali or 
Dhofari tribesmen. 
Often they are merely called "the 
rebels," but if the names of their 
leaders are uncertain, their politics 
aren't. They're as red as the Red Sea 
and appropriately devious, cunning 
and intransigent. 
Their Soviet-made weapons are 
shipped to them from the nearby 
Marxist-leaning state of South Yemen 
by camel along the "Frankincense 
Trail." 
Unmentionable White House 
sources are already hinting that the 
Administration will ask Congress to 
bomb the trail and boycott the 
frankincense. 
THIS VITAL supply link has been 
under more or less steady 
bombardment by Hawker-Hunter 
fighter bombers, purchased by 
Jordan with money borrowed from 
Iran, and flown by British "contract" 
officers on loan to Oman. (Contract, 
not mercenary, soldiers is the correct 
term for distinguishing such personnel 
from professional soldiers, who also 
fight for pay but who speak the same 
language as their paymasters.) 
Unlike Angola, we will have good 
allies in this war. We'll have the British 
- nice to be back In the trenches with 
those chaps -- and the Persians or 
Iranians as they now prefer to call 
themselves. 
The Shah already has .(.000 of his 
infantry on the ground and shooting, 
while his fleet, consisting of a number 
of de troyers we conned him into 
buying, has been cannonading the 
Frankincense Trail. 
Since it is well known that you 
can't win a guerrilla war against 
Maoists without economic and social 
reforms, the Omani government under 
the leadership of its 35-year-old. 
democratically inclined absolute ruler 
is pushing reform. 
THE PRESENT Sultan came to 
power In ll'70. when he deposed 
Daddy. Sultan Said bin Talmur. whom 
the Times described as a despot. 
According to the Times, old Talmur 
"restricted the building of new houses. I 
the   repair  of  old   ones  (and)  the 
installation of toilet facilities..." 
His modern-minded son has lifted 
these restrictions while embarking on a 
"nation building" program which 
features the introduction of color TV. 
the erection of new mosques and the 
mass distribution of free Korans. 
Since Oman earns a billion dollars a 
year in oil revenues, in addition to 
being strategically situated on the Gulf 
of Aden, the United States should be 
able to sell this progressive monarch a 
wide variety of military widgets and 
stereophonic equipment for his 
minarets. 
Of late the Sultan and Shah have 
been saying they've crushed the 
rebellion, a good sign this war could go 
on for years. 
It's not yet too late to stop peace in 
our time and live up to our 
responsibilities as the leader of the free 
world. 
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local briefs 
Physics talk 
Barry Hecker. graduate student in physics, will 
present a seminar cm "The Clock Paradox" or "The Two 
Ph.Di From Switzerland" at 4 p.m. today in 269 
Overman Hall. 
The seminar will deal with whether or not "around 
the world in 80 days" is a relative phrase. Coffee will be 
served. 
Camp Interviews 
Interview sign-up is taking place for Hiram House 
Camps of Chagrin Falls, Oh. Positions available include 
unit leaders, counselors, riding instructors, waterfront 
instructors, animal instructors, crafts instructors, 
naturalists and nurse's assistants. 
The Northwest Ohio Council of Camp Fire Girls also 
will interview students interested in summer jobs. The 
positions include waterfront director, waterfront 
assistants, handicraft director and business manager. 
Interview sign-up for both camps is at the student 
employment office, 460 Student Services Bldg. 
SGA meeting 
Student Government Association (SGA) will hold an 
open meeting at 9 tonight in the Student Court Room, 
Student Services Bldg. 
Advertising 
Alpha Delta Sigma, newly formed professional 
advertising tratemity, will meet at 7:30p.m.tonight in 
the White Dogwood Suite. Union. 
All students interested in advertising are encouraged 
to attend this meeting. For more information, contact 
the marketing department, at 372-2041. 
A AS conference 
The College of Arts and Sciences is sponsoring a 
conference today on the tole of arts and sciences 
education in a career and technology oriented society. 
The day's first session, set for 8:30 a.m. in the 
Dogwood Suite, Union, will feature four faculty 
members debating the need for change in the "traditional 
philosophical commitment of the arts and sciences in the 
undergraduate education." 
A panel discussion on "The Marketability of the Arts 
and Sciences Graduate." will begin at 10:30 a.m. in the 
Dogwood Suite. 
An Alumni Room, Union luncheon at 12:15 p.m. will 
feature Dr. Daniel Martin, president of Associated 
Colleges of the Midwest, speaking on "Prospects for Arts 
and Sciences Graduates during the Next Decade." 
The final session at 2:15 p.m. in the Dogwood Suite 
will be a faculty discussion of several topics. 
Business college to drop evaluations 
Freshman honorary 
admits coed initiates 
Phi Eta Sigma, formerly a 
freshman men's honorary, 
now is a coed freshmen 
honor society, according to 
Michael Smith, president of 
the University chapter. 
Ninety-one initiates were 
accepted into Phi (la Sigma 
Sunday, about half of 
whom were women. Smith 
said this was the first time 
women had been admitted 
into the society. 
Under Title IX of the 
' Health, Education and 
Welfare Department 
guidelines, no person is to 
be discriminated against 
because of sex by any 
institution receiving federal 
monies. 
IF PHI ETA SIGMA had 
not    complied    with    the 
ABORTION 
•150.00 
TOLL FREE    9 «.m.-10 p.m 
l-eOO-438-3'10 
ruling, it would face loss 
of University recognition. 
Smith said. 
A student must have a 
3.5 grade point average 
during the first quarter or at 
any time . during his 
freshman year to be a 
member of Phi Eta Sigma. 
BUFF 
{ APARTMENTS 
1-BLOCK 
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Campus Manor Apts. 
505 Clough St. 
(Behind Burgor Chof) 
Carty Apartments 
37 7 f.Merry Sr. 
(7 Yi blocks from Towers) 
Fall Rentals• (9mot. leases) 
2 Bedroom - 4 Man Apts. 
(will place 1-2-3 students into an 
apartment to fill 4 man apartments) 
Summer retes for 
1-2-3-4 students. 
352-7365 
By Jane Musgrave 
The faculty of the College of Business Administration 
voted by a two-to-one margin against continuing mandatory 
college-wide teacher course evaluations. The vote was 
announced at yesterday morning's executive committee 
meeting by Dr. Michael Pearson, associate professor of 
marketing and executive committee chan i-an. 
Out of the college's 110 faculty members, 101 
participated in the mail ballot voting procedure. The 
decision is effective immediately. 
"This vote is not saying that the faculty doesn't want 
student input. Ninety-nine point nine per cent of the 
faculty are professionals and are concerned about their 
abilities in helping students to learn," Dr. Karl Vogt, dean 
of the College of Business Administration, said. 
_ _ f ■   m      Although yesterday's weather was spring-like, this University student found it more 
PilCe CatCnt      challenging <« pl»y fri'bee in the walkwav by Hanna Hall  (Newsphoto bv Rob 
Yeager) 
Psychiatrist supports Hearst 
JAMES GORDON, associate professor of journalism and 
secretary of the executive committee, echoed Dr. Vogt's 
sentiments. 
"The executive committee doesn't want the vote to be 
interpreted that the faculty doesn't give a damn about 
student input." Gordon said. "The faculty is concerned 
about student input into the courses and will continue to 
encourage constructive evaluation of teaching ability " 
Student evaluations have outlived their usefulness, 
according to Dr. Vogt. He said that student evaluation of 
faculty teaching competencies has not resulted in the 
improvement of teaching effectiveness, and in many cases 
has contributed to a lower level of faculty morale. 
AS A RESULT of this decision. Gordon explained that 
individual departments within the college must take on 
more responsibility in determining their effectiveness. 
The University's Academic Council stipulates that a 
teacher's effectiveness must be taken into account for 
tenure and promotion purposes. In the past student 
evaluations have been used as par! of this determination 
process. 
Although alternate methods for measuring and assessing 
teaching effectiveness have been discussed, the committee 
has not made any concrete decisions regarding 
implementation of alternatives. 
New food stamp plan 
to save $309 million 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Agriculture 
Committee yesterday approved a food stamp plan it 
estimated would save $30° million a year but that critics 
said would eliminate three million to four million 
recipients. 
Food stamps, administered by the Department of 
Agriculture, go to an estimated 18.7 million persons and 
cost taxpayers $5.8 billion a year. 
Under the committee's plan, approved 104, a non-farm 
family of four with $5,500 net Income would pay $126 for 
stamps worth i 166 in food. 
Such a family, considered to be at the federal poverty 
level going into effect in April, now pays $ 131 for the same 
stamps. 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A 
defense psychiatrist told 
jurors yesterday thai 
Patricia Hearst, fighting for 
survival in captivity, 
adopted "alternate 
personalities." becoming 
first the revolutionary 
"Tania" and later a woman 
named "Pearl." 
Dr. l.J. West said that 
when he first met the 
newspaper heiress after her 
arrest last September she 
was "a person without an 
identity." 
West's lestimony in 
Hearst's behalf, strongly 
opposed by the prosecution 
at her bank robbery trial, 
closely paralleled her own 
witness stand account of the 
suffering she endured at the 
hands of the terrorist 
Symbionese Liberation 
Army. 
The doctor, who 
examined her about 10 days 
after her arrest, said she was 
then mentally ill. Another 
examination nine days ago 
showed marked 
improvement, he said, but 
she still suffers from 
"survivors' syndrome." 
fearing that she will be 
killed. 
"Patricia Hearst, 
improved as she is, still 
trembles at mention of the 
SLA," he said. "Her last 
words to me when I last 
examined   her   were:   'My 
biggest worry right now is 
staying alive.' " 
West, director of the 
UCLA Neuropsychiatric 
Institute and an expert in 
the study of prisoner-of-war 
torture. frequently 
compared Hearst to the 
survivor of a war or of a 
concentration camp. 
HAMPTON 
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THETA CHI's 
we/come actives 
Ed Dee, Mark DiSalvo, John Felock, 
Rick James, John Kerns, 
John Kupanoff, Tim McCloskey, 
Steve Mover, Mario Sansotta, 
Tim Tokles and Lou Welt 
to the Brotherhood 
tonight, 
990 spaghetti. 
Tonight, 5-9 p.m., en)oy heaps ot garlic 
bread with your spaghetti...only 99c 
Every Wednesday night take time out at 
Paghai's with our "spaghetti wuddameal 
special " 
Sorry,   no  delivery  on   this  spaghetti 
special 
PogHalls 
1004 S. Main. B.G. 
Ph. 352-7571 
subs. 
w 
Time Is running out 
for you to attond the 
BGSULAW SOCIETY 
MEETINGS 
so why not attend 
TONIGHT! 
7:30 pm       Wayne Room, Union 
everyone is welcome 
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Milner's play Intense, human' 
Black playwright Ronald 
Milner's drama "Who's Got 
His Own" will be presented 
tonight through Saturday at 
8 p.m. In the Joe E. Brown 
Theatre, University Hall. 
"We have a substantial 
black population on campus 
and we want to present 
plays that represent black 
life," said Dr. Harold Obee, 
professor of speech and the 
play's director. 
Preview 
"Who's Got His Own" 
deals with a rebellious 
college youth who returns 
home after his father's 
death. He challenges his 
sister to tell their mother 
about the abortion she had 
after her affair with a white 
boy. 
"This Is a very intense, 
very human play," Dr. Obee 
said. "It brings out a lot of 
problems that blacks have 
had. 
"THE       PLAY       has 
universal    appeal,    by    all 
means," Dr. Ohee added. 
"Who'sGoi His Own" first 
was presented at the 
American Place Theater in 
New York City. It then 
toured through New York 
state colleges under the 
auspices of the New York 
State Council of the Arts, 
and was the premiere show 
at Harlem's New Lafayette 
Theater. 
Milner has written several 
plays, three of which were 
major New York 
productions. 
In addition to his plays, 
Milner has written a novel 
and several short stories, 
including "Junky Joe Had 
Some Money," which was 
published in Langston 
Hughes' anthology 
"Greatest Short Stories by 
Negro Writers." 
Why       
Myadec? 
$4.98 
High-potency vitamin 
formula with minerals 
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC. 
Ill Railroad Street 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
43402 
APPLICATIONS 
are now being accepted 
for editor of The 1977 
KEY. Application 
blanks may be obtained 
at KEY Office, 310 
Student Services Bldg., 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Deadline for 
applications is 2 p.m. 
Thursday, Mar. 4, in 
the KEY Office. 
CAREER 
and 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
the BG News 
Is taking 
applications 
for 
ADVERTISING 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Applications should 
be returned to 
106 Univ. Hall by 
4:00 WED. FEB. 25 
"Who's Got His Own" 
occurs in three acts and is a 
straight dramatic 
construction. 
The play cast consists of 
Cynthia Jackson, junior 
(ASS). Linda Sowards. 
senior (A&S), Kenneth 
McClenic, senior (BA). 
James Pickens, senior 
(AAS), Kosmond Russell, 
sophomore (AAS) and 
Vickie Butts, junior 
(HACS). 
"I feel I can identify with 
'Mama' because she isn't a 
cliched character," said 
Jackson. "She is not a 
'mammy.' She's more than a 
strong woman, she's an 
individual seeking to 
understand her children." 
"Who's Cot His Own" is the 
fifth play for Sowards, who 
will play the part of Clara. 
"CLARA Bronson and I 
are alike only in that we 
both love, are loved by our 
families, and lastly, but 
certainly not of least 
importance, we are both 
young black women with a 
great deal to learn," 
Sowards said. 
DOONESBURY 
Tickets for the play are 
available from 11 a.m. - 
3:30 p.m weekdays and 
after 7 p.m. on performance 
nights. Cost is 50 cents for 
students with University 
identification cards, SI for 
high school students and $2 
for adults. 
Milner will be attending 
Saturday night's 
performance and will 
remain for discussion of the 
production with the 
director, cast and audience. 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday, February 25, 1976 
Judo Club practice/work-out  Rm. 201 
p.m. M K 7:30-9:30 
Active Christians  Today: Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 2 
ft 3 p.m. 
The Way meeting Perry Rm.. Union, 7:00 p.m. 
Bowling Green  Gay  Union will  meet in Rm. 203, Hayes 
8:00 p.m. tonight. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: 3 turquoise rings 
2-10-75 Call 372-4763. 
REWARD. 
LOST: Ladles gold Bulova 
watch.   Reward.   372-5875. 
LOST: 2/23/76 between the 
hrs. of 7:15 & 7:45 a.m. A 
clip-board with very 
important papers was lost in 
the vicinity of High St. & 
Troupe St. Reward offered: 
352-2757. 
LOST: Eye glasses brown 
case, Sat. morning. Ph. Gene 
Kynsey 372-2026 ext. 51; 
352-1174. 
LOST: Blua        BG 
wlndbreaker at Commons 
Beer-Blast; Sat. nita. Call 
2-3026. 
HELP WANTED 
Interested in working at a 
residential camp for 
LBD/EMR children? 
Contact Jerry Ounlap. 
Director of Camp Nuhop. 
1271 Center St., Ashland 
! Oh. 44805. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Typing done. Call Jackie. 
2-4087. 
EMPA Emotional and 
Material Pregnancy Aid. We 
care. 352-6236 M&F; 1-3 
pm. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30 
pm. 
Need "PHOTOGRAPHS? 
Undergrad and SENIOR 
SPECIALS. Passports. 
applications. WE1SSBROD 
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster; 
352-2142. 
WANTED 
2 or 3 people to subl. sum. 
Can bargain rant. 352-0186. 
1 subl. for spr. qtr. Close to 
campus. 352-6171. 
Middle aged couple is 
looking for house to rant In 
the country: references 
provided;  call   1-822-3623. 
1 m. spr. 5th St. 2 rmates. 
85/mo. 352-8280. 
2 m. rmmts. for 76-77 yr. 
Cherry Hill Apt. $65/mo. 
352-8162. 
1 m. needed Immed. own 
rm, close to campus, Eric; 
352-5639 after 5. 
1 m. to sh. apt. spr. qtr. 
200/qtr. 352-6251 or 
352-0802. Close to camp. 
1 m. rmmt. for spr. qtr. 
352-7646. 
1 f. to su. apt. spr. close. 
Call 3520707. 
1 f, needed spr. to subl. 
house, close. Lorraine. 
352-0379. Will bargain. 
1 or 2 m. rmmts. 1 blk. 
from campus. Call 352-2915 
before 1 pm. 
1 f. rmmt. need now thru 
spr. qtr. Call 352-6136 after 
2:30. 
1 m. to subl. spr. Close. Will 
bargain. 352-8371. 
PERSONALS 
EUNIES BAR. HAPPY 
TIME' 8-12 pm. 809 S. 
Main. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Mark (M.E.) Kerns, student 
representative to the Board 
of Trustees, Mario Sansotta, 
cultural affairs coordinator, 
and all of the new SGA 
officers. The Brothers of 
ThetaChi. 
Congratulations to the "The 
Adess" on being accepted to 
Med. School. Love, Delany 
& Const. 
Alterations & Tailoring. The 
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main. 
Congrats J. K. on being a 
Quean Basket Case Love, 
J.V. & M.W. 
Jim-Happy Annivarsary- 
we'll have many more and a 
lifetime of happiness 
together. I love you. Vlv. 
R.AI       R.A!        Diane 
Mac Donald's Is your kind of 
place!   Have fun!  We love 
and    miss    you I    Chapman 
Garden Apts. 
Ken-have a very happy 21st 
birthday! Love, all the Phi 
Psi little slsses. 
Sandy - congratulations on 
your new office. We know 
you'll do a great job. LaVL. 
Sisters of ADPi. 
Marty, Congratulations to 
our most constructive 
active. You deserved it & 
we're all proud of you. 
L*L, Sisters of ADPI. 
Phi Psl's. Thanks tor a good 
warm up on such a cold 
night! Sisters of ADPi. 
Phi Mu's wish to thank the 
AEPI's and the Alpha Sig's 
for the tea!    ' 
Slg Ep's let's get psyched 
for Mardi Gras! the Phi 
Mu's. 
ATTENTION GAMMA 
PHI'S. Secret Four Is alive 
and well and getting 
psyched for the formal. SEE 
YOUR ALL THERE! 
Maria   -   TKE   sisses   and 
brothers say Congrats and 
THANKS for organizing a 
great dinner. 
At the ceremony Tuesday 
night, our 25 poedges 
became neophytes. 
Congratulations! Your DZ 
sisters. 
Mark: Hope you enjoyed 
your dip in the pond this 
weekend. But, you know, 
you should wait for warmer 
weather before you go 
swimming! Guess who? 
Mary - Hope you enjoy 
dorm life in Oregon • we'll 
miss you. Congratulations 
on the rock Love. Lynn et 
Jan. 
Kool Kohl 4: Thur.- was a 
too-high time. How 'bout 
tequila? On report 102. 
FOR SALE 
English metric conversion 
calculaton slide control 
inear, square, cubic, weight 
liquid, temp, sand $5.00 in 
money order. Pay to L.D.L. 
Co. Metric Calculator 
WAWR F.M. P.O. 618, BG. 
Stereo, excellent condition, 
great price. Bob. 352-0536. 
Harmon Kardon receiver 
330A. BSR fully auto, 
turntable. $100. 352-2872. 
69 Chevy NOVA automatic 
and 6 cylinder. %5O0. 
287-4545 between 7*9 
p.m. 
Size 13-14 brown leather 
jacket. Excellent condition. 
Call 686-3786 
Yamaha Skis 20$ Comb, 
marker bindings. Poles. Like 
new.  $125.  Call  372-4451. 
1969 Ford Galaxie $575 or 
best offer. 352-1229. 
Rolleicord f3.5 w/acc. $60. 
Tower enlarger head w/lens, 
$25. 423-0217, 8-10 p.m. 
FOR RENT 
$140/mo.   &   util.   1   bdrm 
apt.       Avail.       spr./summ. i 
352-8290. 
House avail. 4 people across 
from Founders. Spr. & sum. 
352-5928. 
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON. 
FURNISHED. A-C, FREE ' 
TV CABLE, TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC, $74/MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
521 E. MERRY NEAR • 
CAMPUS. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION' *2 
BEDROOM,    4    PERSON,     ' 
FURNISHED,   A-C,    FREE 
TV       CABLE.      TENANT 
PAYS        ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC. $65/ MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. *FOR MORE 
DETAILS CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY. 
353-7381. 
House 3 bdrm. furn. for 6 
students; near campus. 9 
mo. lease. 352-7365. 
Campus Manor has spr. qtr. 
Openings for m & f. to fill 4 
man apts. 352-9302 & 
352-7365 evenings. 
Vi   house    1    bdrm.    for   3 
students 9 mo. lease across     i 
from campus. 352-7365. 
525 N. Enterprise large 2 
bed duplex furn. air, 
270/mo. plus util. Call 
353-7381. 
Campus Manor now renting 
for sum. & fall. Special 
summer rates. Fall rates 
from $80/mo. up. All util. 
pd except electric. Gas. 
heat. & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 & 
352-7365 eve. 
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for 4 
students near campus. $80 
to 85/mo. per student. 9 
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365. 
STUDENT APARTMENTS. 
352-1800 or 352-4671 
Subl. for sum. 1 bdrm. apt. 
recently remodeled unfur. 
•A\ util. pd. $170/mo. 
352-3318. 
2 bdrm. apt. March 1. 
352-8108. 
•' 
-aw-aej. ■ ,**- Va- - 
BA fall admissions close early 
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By Mary ZiteJIo 
Stiff Reporter 
The University has 
deferred further admission 
applications of freshmen to 
the College of Business 
Administration this fall, and 
will do so for the four other 
colleges by Friday. 
John Martin, director of 
admissions, said that 
because of an increase in the 
number of freshmen 
enrolling in the College of 
Business Administration, it 
was necessary to close 
admissions early. 
He said it was the first 
year the University had to 
set an early closing date for 
one college while the others 
remained opened. 
Martin said more than 
5.000 applications have 
been received since 
admissions opened Oct. I. 
About 880 of the incoming 
freshmen will be enrolled in 
the College of Business 
Administration, he said. 
MARTIN      SAID      he 
believed interest in business 
has increased from previous 
years   because   of  several 
reasons, but. primarily 
because of a breakdown in 
masculine and feminine 
defined roles. 
"A number of women 
students are going into 
business areas that a few 
years ago they didn't," he 
sa'd. "'Today you have 
almost as many women 
entering business areas as 
men entering the 
elementary education 
field." 
Dr. Edwin Tonneson, 
associate dean of the 
College      of      Business 
'Itinerary' offers outlet 
By Bob Bond 
University graduate students and faculty 
are provided a publication outlet for their 
creative writing through the Itinerary Series, 
created in 1°74. 
"The Master of Fine Arts(MFA) program 
in creative writing needed a forum for 
presenting our writers to the public in book 
length volumes," said Robert Early, assistant 
professor of English, who also is co-founder 
and general editor of the Itinerary Series. 
"We print the best fiction, poetry and 
criticism coming out of the MFA program 
and English department." he said. 
THE SERIES is funded entirely by the 
sales of its own publications. Early said. 
Volumes one and two of the series, 
published summer and winter quarters 
respectively, have been very successful and 
are being used as tests in some midwestern 
universities and colleges. 
Volume one is a collection of short story 
fiction,while volume two consists of poetry, 
he said. Plans already have been nude for 
the next five parts of the series. 
Volume three, composed of essays 0f 
criticism, will be published this spring. Four 
through seven are scheduled for release over 
the next year and a half. Early said. Content 
will vary from fiction (volume four) to 
essays of criticism on California literature 
(volume seven). 
VOLUME six features three women poets: 
Data Wier. Beth Copeland and Caroline 
Forche. The latter is this year's winner of 
the Yale Young Poet's Award, an award 
given to the nation's top young poet of the 
ye >r. Early said. 
"The objective of the Itinerary Series is 
always set on publishing quality material." 
Early said. 
THE SERIES is in the process of 
establishing a literary review from which the 
writers and their work may be examined 
nationwide by other writers and institutions 
of education and publication. 
The Itinerary Series will not end with the 
seventh jrohuiM. Plans have been nude to 
continue the series for an undetermined 
time. Early said. 
With the continued submission of quality 
writing, the Itinerary Series could last 
indefinitely, he said. 
I Three is o Crowd 
I Four's o Ptirtu. 
I 
Have a party with four Free 16 oz. 7 UP 
Dr. Pepper or combinations. 
With the purchase of a 18" pizza 
!     A $1.20 value. 
i 
Please ask for Free pop when you order 
February 5th, 6th and 7th.     • 
A pizza nev»r had it to good 
Fast Fro* Delivery 
352-5166 
HOWDY   PODNERS! 
$ WEDNESDAY   IS $ 
DOLLAR  DAY 
******** ************** 
ROAST   BEEF 
PLATTER 
Enjoy Roy's Famous Roast Beef Sandwich: 
Tender, juicy roast round of beef diced 
thin and stacked high on a sesame teed 
bun, on a platter with cowboy fries and 
crisp cole slaw. 
HELP   YOURSELF 
TO  THE   FIXIN'S $1.00 
Rej- $1.54 
300 L W00STER 
B0WIING GREEN 
2741  W00DVILLE RD. 
T01ED0 
Good Only 
February 25.1976 
oa 
FAMILY 
RESTAURANT 
\>2 
Saddle UP for 
Roy Rogers 
Family Restaurant. 
WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR 
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE 
YOU FASTER & BETTER! 
Administration, said in a 
news release that the high 
interest in business was part 
of a general trend. 
THE      WHOLE     job 
situation has been well 
publicized and students feel 
that professional schools 
afford more of an 
opportunity to land jobs 
after their graduation," he 
said. 
Dr. Tonneson said that 
"business has never been a 
weak market," and that 
next year student 
enrollment in the business 
college will be more than 
4.000 students, or about 
one-fourth of the 
University's total 
enrollment 
Martin said several 
alternatives exist for 
students who apply for 
admission alter the closing 
date. These include entering 
the University summer 
session. beginning at 
Firelands campus, waiting 
until winter quarter or 
taking evening classes. 
Inmates pose with their 
prison guard hostage at 
knifepoint during a 
recent incident at the 
British Columbia 
Penitentiary. (AP 
Wircphoto) 
/ 
Property tax bill introduced to House 
Legislation extending 
homestead property tax 
relief to qualifying 
homeowners who are unable 
to live at home due to poor 
health has been introduced 
in the Ohio House. 
"I introduced the bill 
because some of my 
constituents made me aware 
that some elderly and 
disabled homeowners stood 
to lose their homestead 
exemption      because      of 
health problems that took 
them out of their homes," 
said Rep. Charles Kurfess 
(RPenysburg), the bills 
sponsor. 
His bill would prevent 
persons who must leave 
their homes and be confined 
at a hospital, nursing home 
or similar health care 
facility from losing their 
homestead exemption for 
real estate taxes. 
•IT    STRUCK    me    as 
unfair that they be 
penalized by our property 
tax laws for something over 
which they have no 
control," Kurfess said. 
To' quality for the 
homestead exemption, a 
homeowner must be at least 
65-years-old at the time of 
filing for the exemption, 
live in and own the property 
on Jan. I of the filing year 
and   have   an   income   of 
fTAUEMT SEARCH 7©^ 
Slngirt, musicians, dancara, Itchnlcltm. miglelmi, banjopJayara, 
acrobats, pianists, puppataars. novaNy acta ... ft takaa ill klndi ot rafant 
to anfarta/n Cadar Point's 2,500,000 aummar gvaara, ind thasaarcft /aon. 
So, cnac* f ha a ud/t/on ichuduh, pol/ifi up your act and coma show ua your 
latent. Tacnnfclana, coma for in Inttnliw with Cadar Po/nt'i Lin Show: 
Opan only to registered college students and graduating high school seniors 
AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE     — ■-, aa» 
Pllliburgh, Pa.-Frl., Fab.CT. i*7«     IndlanapoJH, Ind.—Tuea., Mar. 2, 1876 
William Penn Hotel Stoulter's Indianapolis Inn 
Mellon Square 2820 North Merldan 
Tech Interviews 4:00   Auditions 5:00   Tech Interviews 4:00   Auditions 5:00 
Cincinnati, O -Sun., Feb. 29.1(76 
Stouller'a Cincinnati Inn 
150W. 5th Street 
Tech Interviews 3:00   Auditions 4:00 
Detroit. Mich.-Thun . Mar. 4. 1978 
Sheraton—Southlleld Hotel 
17017 Wast Nine Mile Road at I-696 
Tech Intervlewa 4:00   Audltlona 5:00 
Loulavllle, Ky.—Mon., Mar. 1,1(76 Sanduaky, O.—Sat., Mar. 6,1(76 
Sheraton Inn—LoulavlMeEaat     • Cedar Point 
I-64 at Hurstbourna Lane Centennial Theatre 
Tech Intervlewa 4:00 Auditions 5:00 Tech Intervlewa 10:00 Auditions 11:00 
Live Entertainment, Cedar Point, Sanduaky, Ohio44870 
AMUSeMeNT L3ND CEDAR POINT SANDUSKY OHIO 
SATURDAY 
SHOES 
FOR EVERYDAY! 
You'll love them Monday thru Sunday! 
Now Dexter (low "kiss me" mow. A 
mickeral-up look in ultra soft leather. 
Watch it m> steady with all vmtreasv- 
H«inn clothes. If you'd like that weekend 
feeling all week, slip into these Saturday 
Shoes bv Dexter. 
NIKI'S B00TERY 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA 
MONDAY AND FRIDAY 10-9 
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, 
SATURDAY 
SI0,000 or less based upon 
the previous year's income 
tax report. 
Continued maintenance 
of the homestead as an 
official residence also would 
be required for property 
owners to qualify for the 
extension if they are unable 
to live at home. 
If a person received rental 
income fiom the property. 
the homestead exemption 
extension would be denied. 
Kurfess said his bill 
would add little to the total 
$35 million cost of 
homestead exemption relief 
((ranted in 1074. He added 
that the exemption could be 
of considerable help to 
elderly persons suffering 
from poor health and its 
subsequent costs. 
It's time 
to clean out the closets 
and Save the News 
March 13th 
- 
BARGAIN PRICES 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT MIGHT 
. AUSTUDCMTS H.M    WIIMI D | 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN M ATINEE'S 
AOUIHONIV »1 III 
HELD 
OVER ACADEMY AWARDS 
PICTURE 
ACTOB 
SUPPORTING 
ACTOB 
DIRECTOR 
.T 
CINEMA 1 
"DOG DAY" ATI 
7:20 AND 9:44 [ 
PM SATURDAY!    . ,p 
AT 2.00 7:20 
AND 9:44 PM 
UflWI      d BEST P,CTURE 
K
 BEST DIRECTOR     "OMINATI 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 
ADEMY 
AWARI 
no 
•OXOfFICI 
OPIMAT 
4:44 PJfl 
"NASHVILLE'i 
AT 7:30 PM, 
ONLY 
SATURDAY AT 2:00 AND 7:30 PM ' 
■■■■■■* 
. I 
Harty - symbols of stardom 
By Din Gufidd 
Assistant Sport* Editor 
Some hockey players call 
it being superstitious. 
Others call it a 
psychological quirk. 
Whatever, the case, Mike 
Hartman possesses a little of 
both qualities. 
The leading scoter for the 
Falcons this season, 
"Harty" has pasted hockey 
pictures and taped a penny 
in his Ice Atena locker as 
symbols of encouragement. 
It sounds crazy, but 
Hartman points out the 
iiispn.iiii.ii.il benefits. 
"It's mote psychological, 
I guess," Hattman said after 
Monday night's practice. 
"The pictutes are just to 
encoutage me." 
HARTMAN       WAS 
pointing to a few pictures of 
Philadelphia Flyer great 
Bobby Claike taped to hit 
locker door. 
"He's a very determined 
hockey player and a great 
intimidator," Hattman laid 
of Garke. "I don't say that 
I play like him. He's just 
supet to watch." 
Just as Clarke is "Mr. 
Hustle" to the Flyers, 
Hartman can claim that title 
at BG. The 5-10 sophomore 
center from Don Mills, 
Ontario, who was named 
this ycat's Rink Rat winner, 
controls the puck with the 
versatility of a Cadillac on 
an  icy   highway-smoothly. 
Hartman, who scored 34 
goals while racking up 61 
points  last   season, credits 
hard work and 
determination for his 
scoring success. 
"I wouldn't say I just 
have determination. I also 
have some impeccability. 'A 
warrior doesn't have 
self-confidence... he has 
impeccability,'" Hartman 
said quoting a book he's 
reading. 
Impeccability is just one 
word to describe Hartman's 
puck-control. Whereas he 
displays the ferocity of a 
bulldog, he also can be the 
player most determined to 
win. If driving to the Toledo 
Museum of Art to see if the 
Picasso's were dry meant 
winning a gamc-he'd do it. 
BUT MOST FANS only 
know Hartman as the guy 
sticking      his      neck     in 
» \ 
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whenever tempers flair. 
"In hockey you really 
have to protect yourself-get 
in there and fight," he said. 
"In junior hockey I had to 
fight. Not as much here. 
"Of course a lot of teams 
key on me, but I just pull 
them right in, then pass the 
puck off to another guy." 
"Some guy's bag is 
defense, but I have always 
been a goal-scorer," 
Hartman said. "I work at it. 
It's something that doesn't 
come naturally. If I let up 
and don't shoot as much, I 
lose my touch. But I won't 
shoot if I'm not open." 
Going into last weekend's 
series with Buffalo. 
Hartman was trying to 
shake a mid-season scoring 
slump. He scored five goals 
Friday to set a new BG 
mark. 
"Jack's (I Jim-1 been 
hurt, but   when he was in 
there it helped," Harty said. 
"The lines really make the 
breaks. I wouldn't be doing 
as well if it weren't for 
them, you know?" 
If others key on 
Hartman, the center said he 
just passes of to his wingers 
who are just as capable 
scorers as he. Titanic is sixth 
in team scoring while 
current right winger Tom 
Newton, coming off a 
five-point weekend, is an 
excellent stand-in for the 
injured Laine. 
If superstitions are 
keeping Hartman number 
one in scoring, there must 
be some magic in Bobby 
Clarke pin-ups and taping 
pennies to locker doors. 
But don't count on it. It 
takes hard work and 
impeccability, the kind 
Hartman displays as number 
one scorer on the Falcon 
hockey squad 
Birds'late surge 
sparks victory 
Cagers face red-hot TU 
By Dick Rees 
Sports Editor 
The University of 
Toledo's Field House isn't 
one of the Mid-American 
Conference's (MAO better 
basketball arenas. 
The structute, despite its 
decrepit condition, 
perennially has proved to be 
advantageous to the Rocket 
cage squad, Bowling Green's 
opponent in tonight's MAC 
battle between the two 
Northwest Ohio rivals. 
Coach Pat Haley will send 
his Falcon hoopsters (10-13 
overall and 6-6 in the MAC) 
against Bobby Nichols' 
hot-shooting Toledo club 
(14-7 overall and 9-3 in the 
league) in an attempt to 
avenge an early season 
72-63 lost. 
ALTHOUGH   Haley   has 
coached his teams to 
victories in the field house 
in two of the last thtec 
years, the outgoing BG boss 
didn't have a kind word for 
the age-old building, site for 
tonight's contest. 
"Il't good that TU \t 
getting a new arena next 
year. Now the Field House 
can be used for the reason it 
was buill," he said. "A place 
where old elephants go to 
die." 
That may be 
questionable, but the fact 
remains that many a team 
has been halted there, at 
least this season. 
The Rockets own a 9-1 
home tecord this year 
including a 88-80 win over 
previously unbeaten 
Western Michigan. 
And the Rockets are hot. 
Red hot. 
VICTORS in nine of its 
last 10 contests (the loss 
was a 87-76 double 
overtime defeat at Miami 
that was shrouded by 
controversy). Toledo is one 
of the nation's best shooting 
teams. 
"Over the last 10 games, 
there's probably been no 
better shooting team in the 
country," Haley said before 
yesterday's practice. 
"We've got to play man, I 
don't think we can /one 
them." the BG coach added. 
"Well try to put as much 
pressure on them as we 
possibly can. Bui 
rebounding is the key to the 
game." 
The contest, slated for an 
8 p.m. start, will be 
broadcast live by WTOL-TV 
(Channel 11) and by radio 
station WAWR (93.5  FM). 
By Sue Ciser 
The Bowling Green 
Women cagers' 65-52 
victory over Eastern 
Michigan University (EMU) 
Saturday didn't come as 
easily as the score might 
indicate. 
I IK Ladybirds trailed 
early, but never by mote 
than six points. They led 
after the first period. 28-27, 
but lost the advantage due 
to EMU's quick-shifting 
offense. 
A Parent's Day crowd at 
Anderson Arena watched 
the Falcon women fall 
behind, 40-36, at halltime 
and then rally back for the 
win. 
BG coach Sue Hager said 
the biggest problem her 
squad had was its inability 
to adjust to EMU's defense. 
Adjustments were made 
at the half as BG outscored 
Eastern 8-2 in the opening 
minutes of the second half 
to regain the lead. 
Tracksters place 1 lth 
Plagued by colds and 
injuries to key personnel, 
the Falcon indoor track 
squad finished a lowly I lth 
out of the 18-team Central 
Collegiate Conference 
(CCC) field over the 
weekend. 
The lone bright spot in 
what BG coach Mel Brodt 
termed "our worst 
performance at the CCCs in 
the last eight years or so" 
was Ron Taylor's effort in 
the open 440-yard dash. 
The senior speedster 
garnered third in the even! 
with     a     school     record 
clocking of 48.9. His time 
eclipsed the previous indoor 
mark of 49.4 set last year 
by Don See. 
In addition, Gary 
IVsi.minis (5th place in 
1,000-yard run at 2:12.4), 
Tom Newbern (4th in long 
jump at 22-7 and 6th in 
triple jump at 45-I0H) and 
Lew Maclin (5th in triple 
jump at 46-4M) were the 
only other Falcon placers in 
the 50th annual CCC chase 
held at Eastern Michigan 
and won by the University 
of Michigan with 132 
points. 
PIKES 
THANK LILSISSES 
FOR 
VALENTINES DAY 
SPAGHETTI DINNER 
AND BEING 
PARTOFPIKA 
Wednesday Is 
PIZZA NIGHT 
at Crusty's Pizza 
$1.00 Off Any Large 
or Extra Large Pizza 
Din* in or pickup 5-8 P.M. 
532 E. Woo.t.r Ph. 352-3551 
Wear it 
Proudly! 
It's your college ring. 
Come in and see us about it soon. 
Thurtday, February 26,1976 
7 0:30-3:30 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES  BUILDING 
JOSTENS 
THETA CHI'S are proud of their new pledges: 
Mike Holowell 
Spence Seaman 
Tom Kelley 
Dave Stovall 
Show your stuff! 
Terry Mack 
Mark Ward 
"It proved to be a team 
effort," Hager said. "Our 
bench was strong and 
everyone gave a 200 per 
cent effort." 
LINDA HARDY was 
once again the Falcons' high 
scorer with 21 points, while 
Bobbie Little added 14. The 
rebounding was distributed 
evenly with Sue Chorman 
taking honors with six. 
BG shot a sizzling 64 per 
cent from the field in the 
first half, but cooled off and 
finished the game with 42 
per cent. 
Betty Raab and Dottie 
Davis scored 16 and 13 
respectively for the Hurons, 
who canned 38 per cent 
from the floor. 
The Ladybirds, now 8-2. 
navel to Athens Saturday to 
meet Ohio University for 
their final game of the 
season before the state 
tournament! In March. 
Mike Hartman always haunts opposing goalies near their cage, as 
shown here apinst Western Michigan. (Newsphoto by Mindy 
Millipn) 
CMU edges gymnasts 
Despite the Bowling 
Green women gymnasts' 
spirited performance at a 
tri-meet they hosted 
Saturday. Cential Michigan 
University (CMU) edged the 
Falcons foi the top honors. 
91.35-85.25. Western 
Michigan, with only five 
team membeis. finished 
third with 69.60 points. 
CMU won every team 
event, although they slipped 
by BG by only .65 points 
on the . balance beam. 
Falcon captain Karen Glenn 
took top honors on the 
beam with a score of 7.85. 
Theresa Hoover, still 
suffering from a knee 
ailment, tied for runner-up 
with 7.50 points Teammate 
Terry Brown grabbed fifth 
place with a 6.95. 
CMU dominated both the 
vaulting and the uneven bars 
as Chippewa freshman 
Cindy Roberts won Mch 
event and her CMU 
teammates grahhed both 
runner-up positions. 
BG FRESHMAN Kathy 
Gavin was the Falcons' high 
scorer on the bars with a 
third place. Gavin also 
earned a sixth place in 
vaulting. Glenn took fourth 
place both in the bars and in 
vaulting and Nancy Thorn 
finished sixth on the bars 
Thorn      put      on     an 
excellent performance in 
floor exercise as she tied for 
first with Roberts and 
Nancy Reighard of CMU 
with in 8.-5. Robin 
Howcrton and Kelly 
lenli.ut  collected third and 
fifth place respectively. 
"We did well in floor 
exercise, but we didn't score 
as well as I had hoped,"' BG 
coach Charles Simpson said 
"Central Michigan was very 
strong." 
Western Michigan's 
Augusla Lipsey. who 
garnered a third place in 
both vaulting and the 
balance beam, was the only 
Bronco gymnast to finish in 
the lop six places. 
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